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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we use standard terminology of differential 
algebra from Kolchin’s books [Kl, K2]. So we denote by % a universal 
A-field of characteristic zero with field of constants X and consider a 
A-subfield F of %! (over which % is universal) with field of constants 59. By 
a linear A-Y-group [Cl] we mean a A-P-closed subgroup G of some 
G&(4?). Let us make the following: 
DEFINITION. A linear A-F-group G c GL,(@) is called split if it is of the 
form G= G* n G&(X)), where G* is a %-closed subgroup of G&J%) 
(G* coincides then with the %-closure of G in GL,,(~Z)). G is called 
splittable over an extension 5, of 9 if it is A-F,;-isomorphic to a split 
linear A-.F-group; it will be called splittable if it is splittable over some 
extension of 9. 
Splittable groups naturally appeared in Cassidy’s work [Cl, C2, C3] on 
semisimple and unipotent A-algebraic groups. To simplify our exposition 
assume throughout the paper that 9 is algebraically closed. Moreover we 
will concentrate ourselves on irreducible linear A-.F-groups. Clearly, if such 
a group G is splittable then tr. deg. 9( G )/F c s. The converse fails as 
shown by the example of the A-subgroup of GL,(?#) defined by the 
equation JOY - (y’)‘=O (cf. (2.2) below). Our aim in this paper is to 
exhibit a large class of G’s for which the converse holds. 
Recall that for a linear A-F-group G c G&(s) the set of all A-closed 
normal irreducible solvable subgroups of G has a unique maximal element 
which obviously is A-g-closed and will be called the radical of G. 
Moreover a linear A-R-group G c GL,,(@) is called unipotent (cf. [Cl ] ) if 
it consists of unipotent matrices. Now we can state our 
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MAIN THEOREK Let G he an irreducible linear A-5-group ii,ith tr. deg. 
.F(G )jF < x. If the radical of G is unipotent then G is splittable ocer some 
Picard- Vessiot estension of 9. 
The “extreme” case when G is semisimple is a special case of a result due 
to P. Cassidy [C2]; however. we will not use her results here and develop 
instead a quite different method based on the interplay between differential 
algebra and the Hopf algebra machinery in [H]. Our method has an 
interest in itself since it relates splittability with representation theory of Lie 
algebras and with representative functions. Consequently we will borrow 
our terminology of afline algebraic groups from [H] (rather than from 
WI). 
So Y(A), Y(3) denote the Lie algebra associated to an associative 
algebra A and to an aftine algebraic group 9, respectively. p(9) will 
denote the afline Hopf algebra associated to 9. Moreover Y(H) will denote 
the afline algebraic group associated to an affine Hopf algebra H; the letter 
9 will never be used to denote a A-field (like in [Cl, Kl]). To avoid 
confusion with our universal A-field 1 we denote by U(L) (rather than 
4Y( L) as in [HI) the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra L. 
Finally, note that by a A-Lie s-algebra we understand a A-algebra over 9 
which is a Lie algebra; this is the concept in [Bl] and is different from that 
of A-B-Lie algebra in [C2, K2]. 
1. FINITE GENERATION 
The first step in our approach is the following 
(1.1) THEOREM. Let G be an irreducible linear A-F-group with tr. deg. 
9 (G )/Y < CC. Then the A-coordinate algebra 3 {G } is finitely generated 
as a (non-differential) S-algebra. 
The above theorem allows us to consider the aftine algebraic F-group 
9(9{ G}), where 5{ G} is viewed with the natural Hopf A-algebra 
structure induced from that of F{GL,(@)} via the given embedding 
G c GL,(42); similarly we get an afflne algebraic @-group 9?(4?{ G}). Note 
that G can be naturally seen as a Zariski dense subgroup of S(%!(G}) via 
the identifications 
G = Hom,~,l,(+Y{G}, 42) 
Q(%{G}) = Hom,,,(%{G}, %). 
For the proof of (1.1) we need the following lemma (in which Q(R) means 
the quotient field of the integral domain R): 
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(1.2) LEMMA. Let d c 99 be a A-finitely generated extension of 
A-Q-algebras. Assume 93 is an integral domain and tr. deg Q(s)/Q(&) c OZ. 
Then there exists a non-zero element SET such that a[l/s] is finitely 
generated over d as a (non-differential) algebra. 
Proof: Proceeding by induction on the number of A-generators of 24 
over &’ we may assume that &Y = d(b). Let 0 denote as usual the free 
commutative monoid built on A. If 8=S;l...Sz and q =Sfl...S? we 
write 8 <q if and only if (z xi, s1r, .. . . r,) < (x pi, /I,, . . . . b,,,) in the 
lexicographic order. We write 0 f ‘1 if either B < q or B = r]. Finally, we write 
13 E q if ri < /3 for all i. For any 0 E 0 put @ = &‘[qb; q < 01 and construct 
inductively (with respect to <) subsets Ze of 0 in the following way: 
CL = 0 if b is algebraic over 9’ and Z’ = { 1 } if b is transcendental over 
28’; if q is the successor of 0 put 
{ 
‘9 
zv= zeu{q} 
if gb is algebraic over @ 
if qb is transcendental over 28’. 
Put C = U B Z’, A = O\,Z and let Amin be the set of minimal elements of A 
with respect to the order “s.” Clearly Amin is a finite set {(!I,, .. . . (!I,+,). 
Define R = d [eb, 8 E Z]; it is a polynomial algebra over d (in finitely 
many variables), which in general is not a A-subalgebra of g. Now for any 
iE { 1, . . . . M} let F, be a non-zero polynomial of minimum degree in &Iel[ T] 
such that F,(tI,b) = 0. Since Q c d, dF,jdT # 0 and so si = (dFi/dT)(eib) E 
Oe3[0,b], si#O, hence s=s, .. .s,~ E g is a non-zero element. Now it is 
easy to check that 86 E BJe[Bib, l/s,] for all 1 < i < M and ei E 8. 
This immediately implies that a[ l/s] = R[e, 6, . . . . 8,wb, l/s,, . . . . l/s,,,,] 
and we are done. 
(1.3) Proof of Theorem (1.1). We may assume 9 is uncountable. By 
the above lemma, the scheme X= Spec @W= 9{G}) contains an open 
alline set X0 of finite type over 9. Now X is a group scheme over 9. Let 
M, E X\X, and look for an alline neighborhood X, of M, of finite type 
over 9. We may assume M, is a maximal ideal. Since 9 is algebraically 
closed, uncountable and I/M, is a countably generated F-vector space, 
a well-known argument shows that B/M, = F, hence M, = ker g, for 
some F-point of X, g, E X(9). Now take any g,,E X(9) such that 
M, = ker g, E X0 and conclude by letting X, be the image of X0 via transla- 
tion from the right with g, go’ E X(F). 
(1.4.) Note that if we are given a A-9-isomorphism G + G’ between 
linear A-p-groups with tr. deg. 5( G >/5 < zz we get an induced 
birational map from 3(9’(G)) to ???(F{G’}) which agrees with multiplica- 
tion maps whenever operations make sense. Such a map must be an 
isomorphism (cf. [L, p. 51). 
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2. SPLITTING 
In this section we prove our Main Theorem. 
A A&-vector space V is said to split over an extension .Y, of 9 if 
V@g, possesses an &-basis (e,) with 6e, = 0 for all 6 E A. Start by 
recalling from [B, p. 793 a basic fact on splitting A-p-vector spaces 
(cf. [T] for a generalisation to Hopf algebra actions more general than 
derivations). 
(2.1) LEMMA. Any finite dimensional A-F-vector space splits over some 
Picard-Vessiot extension of 9. 
For the sake of completeness we give the argument. If V is a A-s-vector 
space with basis e,, . . . . e,2., write ake, = C a”,ei, 
Let ak = (af) be viewed as an element of ~6,~(9). Commutativity of the 
6,‘s implies that 6,ak- SkaP + [ak, a”] = 0 for all p and k. By Kolchin’s 
surjectivity of the logarithmic derivative (cf. its form in [Bl, p. 51, 
Corollary (2.9)]) there is a Picard-Vessiot extension 9,/F and a matrix 
g= (gd)~ GLJ.~,) such that dk g = akg for all k. Now the elements 
f,, . . . . J% of V@ Y, defined by ei = 1 gi,f, clearly form an &-basis of the 
latter space and we easily check Sk& = 0 for all k and i. 
The next lemma translates splittability in terms of local finiteness; recall 
that a A-9-vector space V is called locally finite if it is a union of 
A-F-vector spaces of finite dimension. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let G be a connected linear A-F-group with tr. deg. 
9<G ),I9 -C S. Then the following are equivalent : 
(1) G is splittable. 
(2) G is splittable over some Picard-Vessiot extension of 6. 
(3) The A-coordinate algebra 9(G) is locally finite as a A-S-vector 
space. 
Proof. (2) =r (1) is trivial. 
( 1) * (3) Assume G is A-9, -isomorphic (9, algebraically closed) 
with a split A&-group Hc GL,(%). In order to prove that g-(G) is 
locally finite as a A-F-vector space it is sufficient to check that 9, {G) is 
locally finite as a A-PI-vector space. By (1.4) we have 5,{G} ‘Y .% {H} so 
it is sufficient to check that .F {H} is locally finite as a A-s-vector space. 
Write H= H”nGL,(X), hence 9(H} =F{y}J[Sy, g,]=9[y],/(g,), 
where y = (yii), d = det y, and g, E %[y]; now conclude by noting that the 
F-linear subspaces of F[y]/( g,) generated by monomials in y of 
bounded degree are A-F-vector subspaces. 
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(3) * (2) There exists a finite dimensional A-F-vector subspace V of 
B(G) generating 9{G} as an p-algebra. By Lemma (2.1), T/ splits over 
some Picard-Vessiot extension Fr of 9. It follows that the whole of 9{ G} 
splits over YL. So upon letting d = 9, {G} we have 9 = 99* & F,, where 
the upper A means “taking constants.” Clearly 99* is a finitely generated 
%-subalgebra of 9. Since (9 BY, 9)” = WA 0% 9*. the comultiplication 
map W + 9Qfl, 9 takes WA into WA 0% WA so WA becomes a finitely 
generated Hopf %-algebra. Take any embedding 9(&‘*) c GL,Jg) and let 
H* be the %-closure of 9(9*) in GL,(%) and H = H* n CL,(X). Then it 
is trivial to check that G is A - 9, -isomorphic with H. This closes the proof 
of the lemma. 
Let us apply the implication (I) * (3) above to show that the 
A-subgroup G of G.L,(%) defined by J”Y- (?l’)‘=O is not splittable. 
Indeed F{G}=S[y, l/y, ~‘1. Put 7=$,/y; then y’=O so for all na0, 
y(n) = ‘u’“y, which shows that F(G) is not locally finite as a A-F-vector 
space. 
(2.3) Let I’, W be A&-vector spaces. Recall that I’@, W and 
Hom,( I’, W) have natural structures of A-F-vector spaces given by 
6(xOy)=(bx)B~+xO(6~) and (@)(x)=6(f(x))-f(6x) for XE I’, 
JE W, f~ Hom,( I’, W), SE A; in particular the linear dual 
V” = Hom,( k’, 9) is a A-F-vector space. Note that if V and W are locally 
finite, so is I’@, W, but Hom,( I’, W) and V” need not be locally finite. 
Now start with a finite dimensional A-Lie F-algebra L. Then the 
universal enveloping algebra U(L) inherits from the tensor algebra O(L) a 
structure of A-F-algebra. So the dual U(L)’ becomes a A-F-vector space 
which is easily seen to be a A-F-algebra with respect o convolution. Inside 
U(L)’ lies the continuous dual U(L) (cf. [H, p. 228-J); recall that U(L)’ is 
defined as the space of functionals whose kernel contains some two-sided 
ideal of finite codimension and that C’(L)’ is a subalgebra of U(L)‘. One 
checks that U(L)’ is preserved by A : if f~ U(L)’ vanishes on an ideal J 
then Sf must vanish on J2. But even t’(L)’ need not be locally finite 
(e.g., take L to be abelian of dimension 22). 
Next assume the radical L, of L is nilpotent and denote it by R. Then 
in U(L)’ lies the algebra B(L) of R-nilpotent representative functions, 
which by definition is the space of all functionals in U(L)’ vanishing on 
some power of R . U(R) (cf. [H, p. 2581). We claim that W(L) is preserved 
by A. Indeed this follows from: 
(2.4) LEMMA. If L is a A-Lie F-algebra (of finite dimension), its 
radical R is a A-ideal. 
Proof. By (2.1), L splits over some Picard-Vessiot extension F, so 
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LC3.9, = LO@,6 8, where LO = (Lo, F,),“. Let R, be the radical of L,,. 
Then both R,@, .Y, and R@,, .& coincide with the radical of L & .6. 
Now R = (R@, F,) n L = (R, 0, &) n L and the latter space clearly is 
preserved by A. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. If L is a A-Lie S-algebra (of finite dimension) 
whose radical is nifpotent, B(L) is locall? finite as a A-9-vector space. 
Proof: First we claim that one can assume L splits over 5. Indeed by 
(2.1), L splits over some & ; suppose we know that .%(L 09,) = IJ V,, 
where the V,‘s are finite dimensional A -.&-vector subspaces of 
U( L @ 9, )? Then B(L) = U (V,nB(L)); but one checks that 
dim,( V, n B(L)) ,< dim,, V, and our claim is proved. 
So assume L = Lo@, 8, Lo = LA. Let Lo = R,+ So, where R, is the 
radical of Lo and So is a complementary semisimple Lie g-algebra; then 
R = R,@, d is the radical of L and S = SoOu; 9 is a complementary 
semisimple Lie F-algebra, both R and S being A-T-vector subspaces of L. 
Recall by [H, pp. 256-2591 that the multiplication map p: ( U(L)‘)R@ 
“(U(L)‘)+ U(L)’ IS an isomorphism of P-algebras, where ( U(L)‘)R is the 
R-annihilated subalgebra of U(L)’ with respect to the left L-module 
structure of U(L)’ defined by (x.f)(u)=f(ux) (XE L, f E U(L)‘, UE U(L)) 
and ‘(CT(L)‘) is the S-annihilated subalgebra of U(L)’ with respect o the 
right L-module structure of U(L)’ defined by (f . X)(U) = f(m) (x E L, 
f E U(L)‘, 14 E U(L)). Moreover the following properties hold: 
( 1) The isomorphism p induces an 6-algebra isomorphism 
ji: (U(L)‘)~@S(&9(L))+~(L), 
(2) (U(L)‘)R coincides with the image of the natural injection 
x: U(S)’ + U(L)‘, and 
(3) The restriction map U(L)’ -+ V(R)’ induces an isomorphism 
p: ‘(a(L)) + W(R), where &J(R) is the algebra of R-nilpotent repre- 
sentative functions on C’(R). 
Since S is a A-subalgebra of L it follows that ‘(U(L)‘) is a A-R-vector 
subspace of U(L)’ so one sees that the map p is a A-map, hence so is p. 
Since Q and /I above are obviously A-maps it follows that the induced 
isomorphism of .F-algebras g(L) z U(S)’ @I g(R) is a A-map. So it is 
sufficient to check that each of C’(S)’ and B(R) is locally finite as a 
A-F-vector space. Now B(R) = U V,, where V, is the subspace of all 
functionals on U(R) vanishing on (R . U(R))“; clearly V, are finite dimen- 
sional A&-vector subspaces of a(R). To check the assertion for U(S)’ we 
prove the following (a priori) more general: 
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(2.6) LEMMA. Let S be a A-Lie F-algebra (offinite dimension). Assume 
that for any S-module V of finite dimension we hat;e Extk( V, V) = 0. Then 
U(S)’ is locally finite as a A-%-vector space. 
Proof: We have U(S)’ = u V,, where J runs through the set Z of all 
two-sided ideals of finite codimension and VJ = {f e U(S)‘; f(J) = 0 ). We 
shall be done if we show that the VJ’s are preserved by A. For this it is 
sufftcient o check that any ideal JEZ is a A-ideal. 
Let JE Z, put N= dim, U(S),/J, let V= 9” viewed with its natural 
structure of A-T-vector space, and fix an P-linear isomorphism 
V = U( S)/J. Moreover consider the algebra map cp : U(S) + End( V) which 
takes any u E U(S) into the endomorphism of V corresponding to the 
multiplication from the left by u in LI’(S)/J; clearly ker cp = J. Now cp 
restricted to S yields a representation p: S --) gC( V). Since Hom,(S, #( V)) 
is a A-F-vector space we may consider for any &E A the linear map 
bp E Hom,(S, f/(V)). It is easy to check that 6p are in fact cocycles for S 
in &(V), where &(V) is viewed as an S-module via the representation 
S+~$7G(V)-tad p((gL( V)). Since Extk( V, V) = H’(S, g{(V)) is assumed to 
vanish, 6p must be coboundaries so there exist h,, ,.., h, E #( V) such that 
for any x E S, 
For each index i consider the F-linear maps D, , D, : U(S) -+ End( V) 
defined by D,(u) = b,(rp(u)) - cp(biu) and D2(u) = cp(u)hi- hi&u). One 
checks that both D, and D, are q-derivations, i.e., satisfy the formula 
D(w) = D(u) q(u) + q(u) D(u), u, v E U(S), 
where D = D,, D2. Since D, and D, agree on S they agree on all of U(S); 
but this shows that if q(u) = 0 for some u E U(S) then (p(6,u) = 0. Since this 
holds for all indices i, ker cp is a A-ideal and we are done. 
(2.7) Next we relate groups and Lie algebras. Start with an irreducible 
linear A&-group G and let ~=~(9{G}), so 9(9)=9(G). Let us put 
a structure of A-Lie F-algebra on T(9) as follows. First consider the 
A-F-vector space structure on P(9)‘; next check that with respect to 
convolution S(9)’ becomes a A-F-algebra, hence P’(P(S)‘) becomes a 
A-Lie F-algebra. Finally, check that Y(S) (which is defined as a Lie 
subalgebra of 9(9’(s)‘); cf. [H, p. 361) is preserved by A. From this 
construction we see that the naturally induced embedding e$: 9(g) + 
U( U(S))’ [H, p. 2301 is a A-algebra map. 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let c??~ be the radical of 9 and G, be the radical of G. 
Then : 
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( I ) The dejining ideal I$’ C!$ in 8(S) is a A-ideal. 
(2) 2?(+?fG,))=FW(G)),. 
(3) G, is unipotenr if and only 17%~ is unipotent. 
Proof (1) Consider the embeddings eg and eY,: p(Y,) + li(T($))’ as 
inclusions. Then the defining ideal of Yr in Y(g) is precisely the intersection 
(taken in U(Y(Y))‘) of Y(9) with the kernel of the map 
7T: u(q%)) + c’(u(y))‘= U(U(Y),)‘. 
But since by (2.4) Y(g), is a A-ideal in U(g), rc is a A-map and we are 
done. 
(2) We have group inclusions 
G,d(@{G,)) 
r-l i-7 
G c %(42(G)) 
From the fact that G, (respectively G) is Zariski dense in Y(%!{G,}) 
(respectively in Y(9{ G))), it follows immediately that %(@{G,}) is an 
irreducible normal solvable subgroup of %(X!(G)) hence it is contained in 
3(@(G)),. On the other hand, by assertion (1) the A-p-group G’ = 
3(42{G}),nG~ IS irreducible and dense in %(,%{ G}),. Clearly G’ is normal 
in G and solvable so G’ c G,. Taking Zariski closure we get Y(@{G}), c 
Y( J%{ G,}) and we are done. 
(3) If G, is unipotent, %{ G > is locally unipotent as a G,-module 
[H, p. 651 so it will also be so as a 3(%(G)),-module by assertion (2). So 
Y(@{G)), (and h ence also $) is unipotent. The converse is obvious. 
(2.9) We are in a position to conclude the proof of the Main Theorem. 
Indeed if G, is unipotent, by Lemma (2.8) above 9 has a unipotent radical. 
By [H, p. 260) the image of 9(g) via the map e: 9(Y) + U(p(9))’ is 
contained in B($P(?I)). Since by Proposition (2.5), 3(9(s)) is locally 
finite as a A-T-vector space, so will be a(%) and we may conclude by 
Lemma (2.2 ). 
3. FINAL REMARK 
In proving our Lemma (1.2) we in fact proved the following useful 
“d&visage” property: let &‘c @ be an extension of integral A-Q-algebras 
such that g is A-generated over d by one element; then there exist a 
non-zero element s E B and a (non-differential) sub-d-algebra R of $I[ l/s] 
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such that R is a polynomial d-algebra (in possibly infinitely many 
variables) and ?8[ l/s] is finitely generated as a (non-differential) R-algebra. 
Here is an application. Let t E a’, t # 0; since 33[ ljst] is finitely generated 
as an R-algebra there is a non-zero element FE R such that any prime in 
R not containing F is the trace on R of some prime in S[ lit]. Viewing F 
as a polynomial with coefficients in &’ and picking any non-zero coefficient 
f of it we get that any prime P in &’ not containing f is the trace on JZ! 
of some prime Q in 3 not containing t, i.e., the ring B[l/t] 0, Q(d/P) 
is non-zero. But if P is a d-ideal the latter ring is a A-Q-algebra hence 
possesses at least one prime d-ideal. Consequently Q above can be chosen 
to be a d-ideal. Using an obvious induction we get a quite elementary and 
short proof of Seidenberg’s theorem on “extending differential speciali- 
sations” (cf. [Kl, p. 1403 for an arbitrary characteristic generalisation) 
saying if & c 33 is a d-finitely generated extension of integral d-Q-algebras 
then for any non-zero t E 39 there exists a non-zero f E d such that any 
prime d-ideal in d not containing f is the trace in d of some prime 
d-ideal in &? not containing t. Now exactly as in [B2] this implies a 
“differential Chevalley constructibility theorem.” 
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